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Abstract
The Kuramoto model of a system of coupled phase oscillators describe synchronization phenomena in nature. We propose a generalization
of the Kuramoto model where each oscillator state lives on the compact, real Stiefel manifold St(p, n). Previous work on high-dimensional
Kuramoto models have largely been influenced by results and techniques that pertain to the original model. This paper uses optimization
and control theory to prove that the generalized Kuramoto model on St(p, n) converges to a completely synchronized state for any
connected graph from almost all initial conditions provided (p, n) satisfies p ≤ 2
3
n − 1 and all oscillator frequencies are equal. This
result could not have been predicted based on knowledge of the Kuramoto model in complex networks on the circle with homogeneous
oscillator frequencies. In that case, almost global synchronization is graph dependent; it applies if the network is acyclic or sufficiently
dense. The problem of characterizing all such graphs is still open. This paper hence identifies a property that distinguishes many high-
dimensional generalizations of the Kuramoto model from the original model. It should therefore have important implications for modeling
of synchronization phenomena in physics and control of multi-agent systems in engineering applications.
Key words: Synchronization; Kuramoto model; Stiefel manifold; Multi-agent system; decentralization; networked robotics.
1 Introduction
The Kuramoto model and its many variations are canon-
ical models of systems of coupled phase oscillators
[Hoppensteadt and Izhikevich, 2012]. As such, they are ab-
stract models that capture the essential properties observed
in a wide range of synchronization phenomena. However,
many properties of a particular system are lost through the
use of such models. In this paper we study the convergence
of a system of coupled oscillators on the Stiefel manifold
that includes the Kuramoto model as a special case. For a
system of N coupled oscillators that are subject to various
constraints, a high-dimensional Stiefel manifold may pro-
vide a more faithful approximation of reality than a phase
oscillator model. The orientation of a bird in a flock or a fish
is a school can e.g., be modeled as an element of the circle,
the sphere, or the rotation group—all of which are Stiefel
manifolds. For this to be of interest, the high-dimensional
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system must retain some property of the original system
which is lost to phase oscillator models. That is indeed the
case; we prove that if the complex network of interactions
is connected, if all frequencies are equal, and a condition
on the parameters of the manifold is satisfied, then the
system converges to the set of synchronized states from
almost all initial conditions. The same cannot be said about
the Kuramoto model in complex networks on the circle
S
1
in the case of oscillators with homogeneous frequen-
cies [Rodrigues et al., 2016]. Under that model, guaranteed
almost global synchronization requires that the complex
network can be represented by a graph that is acyclic or suf-
ficiently dense [Do¨rfler and Bullo, 2014]. To characterize
all such graphs is an open problem.
Since the Stiefel manifold includes the n-sphere and the
special orthogonal group as special cases, there is a con-
siderable literature of synchronization on particular in-
stances of the Stiefel manifold. Previous works that ad-
dress synchronization on all Stiefel manifolds are limited
to Sarlette and Sepulchre [2009]; Thunberg et al. [2018],
which both rely on the dynamic consensus approach. As
such, the Kuramoto model we study has not appeared in
the literature previously (some preliminary results of this
paper appear in Markdahl et al. [2018b]). The Kuramoto
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model on the n-sphere is known as the Lohe model. As
for the original Kuramoto model, many works concern
the complete graph case [Olfati-Saber, 2006; Lohe, 2010;
Li and Spong, 2014; Lohe, 2018]. Almost global stabil-
ity of the consensus manifold in the case of a complete
graph and homogeneous frequencies has been shown for
the Kuramoto model [Watanabe and Strogatz, 1994] and
Lohe model [Olfati-Saber, 2006]. The Kuramoto model on
networks is less well-behaved [Canale and Monzo´n, 2015].
Most results for the Lohe model on networks show conver-
gence from a hemisphere [Zhu, 2013; Lageman and Sun,
2016; Zhang et al., 2018]. Many papers address the case of
heterogeneous frequencies [Chi et al., 2014; Chandra et al.,
2019; Ha et al., 2018]. Some concern the thermodynamic
limit N → ∞ [Chi et al., 2014; Tanaka, 2014; Ha et al.,
2018; Frouvelle and Liu, 2018]. There is also a discrete-
time model [Li, 2015].
Applications for synchronization on S
2
include synchro-
nization of interacting tops [Ritort, 1998], modeling of
collective motion in flocks [Al-Abri et al., 2018], au-
tonomous reduced attitude synchronization and balancing
[Song et al., 2017], synchronization in planetary scale sen-
sor networks [D.A. Paley, 2009], consensus in opinion
dynamics [Aydogdu et al., 2017], and models of learning
[Crnkic´ and Jac´imovic´, 2018]. Applications on S
n
include
synchronization of quantum bits [Lohe, 2010]. The Ku-
ramoto model on SO(3) is of interest in rigid-body atti-
tude synchronization [Sarlette and Sepulchre, 2009]. For
engineers and physicists working with such applications
it is important to know that the global behaviour of the
Kuramoto model on the Stiefel manifold is qualitatively
different from that of the original Kuramoto model. For
control applications, almost global synchronization is desir-
able since the probability of convergence does not decrease
as N increases. For modeling synchronization phenomena
on manifolds, it means that there are cases when the Ku-
ramoto model is inadequate as a canonical model, and a
higher-dimensional model should be used instead.
2 Problem Formulation
2.1 Preliminaries
The compact, real Stiefel manifold St(p, n) is the set of
p-frames in n-dimensional Euclidean space R
n
. It can be
embedded in R
n×p
as an analytic matrix manifold given by
St(p, n) = {S ∈ Rn×p |S⊤S = Ip}.
The dimension of St(p, n) is np − 12p(p + 1) due to the
constraints. Important instances of Stiefel manifolds include
the n-sphere S
n ≃ St(1, n+1), the special orthogonal group
SO(n) ≃ St(n − 1, n), and the orthogonal group O(n) ≃
St(n, n). Since ‖S‖2 = p for all S ∈ St(p, n), St(p, n) is
a subset of the sphere of radius p
1
2 in the space of n × p
matrices with Euclidean distances. The Stiefel manifold is
used to model systems whose states are constant in norm
and subject to orthogonality constraints.
Define the projections skew : Rn×n → so(n) : X 7→
1
2 (X−X
⊤) and sym : Rn×n → so(n)⊥ : X 7→ 12 (X+X
⊤).
The tangent space of St(p, n) at S is given by
TSSt(p, n) = {∆ ∈ R
n×p | symS⊤∆ = 0}.
Denote the tangent bundle of St(p, n) by
TSt(p, n) = {(S,T) ∈ St(p, n)× TSSt(p, n)}.
The projection onto the tangent space, Π : Rn×p ×
St(p, n)→ TSSt(p, n), is given by
Π(X,S) = S skewS⊤X + (In − SS
⊤)X. (1)
The Euclidean (or Frobenius) inner product of X,Y ∈
R
n×p
is g(X,Y) = 〈X,Y〉 = trX⊤Y. The norm of X is
given by ‖X‖ = 〈X,X〉
1
2 . The intrinsic gradient on St(p, n)
(in terms of g) of a function V : St(p, n) → R is given
by ∇V = Π∇V , where V is any smooth extension of V
on R
n×p
, and∇ denotes the extrinsic gradient in Euclidean
space. The state of the system we consider is an N -tuple of
Stiefel matrices. The gradient of a scalar with respect to the
state is thus also an N -tuple of matrices.
A graph G is a pair (V , E) where V = {1, . . . , N} and E is
a set of 2-element subsets of V . Throughout this paper, if an
expression depends on an edge e ∈ E and two nodes i, j ∈ V ,
then it is implicitly understood that e = e(i, j) = {i, j}.
Moreover, the graph is assumed to be connected, i.e., it
contains a tree subgraph (V ,F) with |F| = n − 1. Each
element i ∈ V corresponds to an agent. Items associated
with agent i carry the subindex i; we let Si ∈ St(p, n) denote
the state of an agent, Πi the projection onto the tagent space
Si, Ni = {j ∈ V | {i, j} ∈ E} the neighbor set of i, ∇iV
the gradient of V with respect to Si, etc.
2.2 Gradient descent flow on the Stiefel manifold
The synchronization set, or consensus manifold, C of the
N -fold product of a Stiefel manifold is defined as
C = {(S)Ni=1 ∈ St(p, n)
N}. (2)
The synchronization set is a (sub)manifold; it is diffeomor-
phic to St(p, n) by the map 7→ S1. Let dij = ‖Si − Sj‖ be
the chordal distance between agent i and j. Given a graph
(V , E), define the potential function V : St(p, n)N → R by
V =
∑
e∈E
aijd
2
ij =
∑
e∈E
aij‖Si − Sj‖
2
2
= 2
∑
e∈E
aij(p− 〈Si,Sj〉), (3)
where aij ∈ (0,∞) satisfies aij = aji for all e ∈ E . Note
that V is a real-analytic function, V ≥ 0, and V |C = 0.
Let S = (Si)
N
i=1. Let V : (R
n×p)N → [0,∞) be a (any)
smooth extension of V obtained by relaxing the requirement
S ∈ St(p, n)N to S ∈ (Rn×p)N . We only need V to define
the gradient of V in the embedding space (Rn×p)N when
restricted to St(p, n)N . All smooth extension hence give
the same gradient [Tu, 2010]. The system we study is the
gradient descent flow on St(p, n)N given by
S˙ = (S˙i)
N
i=1 = −∇V = (−∇iV )
N
i=1, (4)
S˙i = −∇iV = −Πi∇iV = Πi
∑
j∈Ni
aijSj (5)
= Si skew
(
S
⊤
i
∑
j∈Ni
aijSj
)
+ (In − SiS
⊤
i )
∑
j∈Ni
aijSj ,
where Si(0) ∈ St(p, n). Note that the points in C are equi-
libria of (4) since they are critical points of V .
Since the system (4) is an analytic gradient descent, it will
converge to an equilibrium point from any initial condition
Absil and Kurdyka [2006]. This property allows us to adopt
the following definition:
Definition 1 The agents are said to synchronize, or to reach
consensus, if limt→∞ S ∈ C, where is S is the state vari-
able of the gradient descent flow (4) and C is the consensus
manifold defined by (2).
2.3 Problem statement
The aim of this paper is classify each instance of St(p, n) in
terms of the following requirement: the gradient descent flow
(4), (5) with interaction topology given by any connected
graph converges to the consensus manifold C from almost
all initial conditions. The main result of our paper states it
to be true for all pairs (p, n) that satisfy p ≤ 23n− 1. This
inequality is sharp with respect to known results: it does not
hold on for the Kuramoto model since S
1 ≃ St(1, 2) and
1  13 ; it holds on the n-sphere since S
n ≃ St(1, n + 1)
and 1 ≤ 23 (n + 1)− 1 for n ≥ 2 [Markdahl et al., 2018a];
it does not hold on the the special orthogonal group since
SO(3) ≃ St(2, 3) and 2  1 [Tron et al., 2012].
2.4 High-dimensional Kuramoto model
The high-dimensional Kuramoto model in complex net-
works over the Stiefel manifold St(p, n) is given by
X˙i = ΩiXi +XiΞ −∇iV, ∀ i ∈ V , (6)
whereXi ∈ St(p, n), Ωi ∈ so(n). The variables Ωi and Ξi
are generalizations of the frequency term that appear in the
self-dynamics of the Kuramoto model.
The following models are special cases of (6):
R˙i = ΩiRi +
∑
j∈Ni
aijRi skewR
⊤
i Rj , Ri ∈ SO(n), (7)
x˙i = Ωixi + (In+1 − xi ⊗ xj)
∑
j∈Ni
aijxj , xi ∈ S
n
, (8)
ϑ˙i = ωi +
∑
j∈Ni
aij sin(ϑj − ϑi), ϑi ∈ R, (9)
where Ωi ∈ so(n), and ωi ∈ R, and each system consists
of N equations; one for each i ∈ V .
To get (7) from (6) , let p = n and set Ri = Xi, Ξi =
0. Note that Πi : R
n×n → TiO(n) is given by ΠiY =
Xi skewX
⊤
iY. The restriction of Ri(0) ∈ SO(n) implies
that Ri(t) ∈ SO(n) for all t ∈ [0,∞). To get (8) from (6),
let p = 1 and set xi = Xi. Note that Πi : R
n+1×1 → TiS
n
is given by Πiy = (In+1 − xi ⊗ xi)yi. To find out how
to get (9) from (8) (and hence also from (6) via (8)), see
[Olfati-Saber, 2006].
All novel results in this paper concern the model (4). The
model (6) is equivalent to (4) in the case of Ωi = Ω, Ξi =
Ξ. To see this, introduce the variables R = exp(−tΩ) ∈
SO(n), Q = exp(−tΞ) ∈ SO(p), form a rotating coordi-
nate frame Si = RXiQ ∈ St(p, n), and change variables
S˙i = −RΩXiQ +RX˙iQ −RXiΞQ
= −R∇iV (Xi)
N
i=1Q
= RXiQQ
⊤ skew
(
X
⊤
iR
⊤
R
∑
j∈Ni
aijXj
)
Q+
R(In −XiQQ
⊤
X
⊤
i )R
⊤
R
∑
j∈Ni
aijXjQ
= Si skew
(
S
⊤
i
∑
j∈Ni
aijSj
)
+ (In − SiS
⊤
i )
∑
j∈Ni
aijSj .
2.5 Distributed control design on the Stiefel manifold
A distributed system is a network of subsystems, each
of which is conceptualized as an autonomous agent. Dis-
tributed control protocols serve to automate decision mak-
ing at each node of the network so that some overall goal
can be achieved on a global level. For reasons such as lim-
ited sensing and communication capabilities of the agents,
scalability in terms of the number of agents N , informa-
tion security, or energy efficiency, it is desirable to design
control protocols that require a minimum of both informa-
tion access on the behalf of each agent and communication
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channels between agents. Essentially, if the network is mod-
eled by a sparse, possible acyclic, connected graph, then
the system should still be able to achieve its goal.
On the Stiefel manifold, we assume the motion of each agent
to be actuated on a kinematic level. The dynamics of each
agent hence take the form of a single integrator, S˙i = Ui,
where Ui ∈ TiSt(p, n) is the input signal. To reach con-
sensus, an agent acts based on its local view of the current
degree of synchronization in the system. Agent i does not
know V , but we assume it can calculate
Vi =
∑
j∈Ni
aij‖Si − Sj‖
2
at the current time. Symmetry of dg gives V =
1
2
∑
i∈V Vi
whereby it follows that ∇iVi = ∇iV . Since agent i can
evaluate Vi at its current position, it is reasonable to assume
that it can evaluate Vi in some small neighborhood of Si,
see Aydogdu et al. [2017]; Markdahl et al. [2018a] for fur-
ther discussion. This allows agent i to calculate the steepest
descent direction Ui = −∇iVi ∈ TSiSt(p, n) of Vi. The
agent can hence realize its own role, given by (5), in the
overall dynamics given by (4).
2.6 Local stability and global attractiveness
The results of this paper concern the global stability proper-
ties of (4). The local stability properties of the system given
by (4) are summarized in Proposition 2. This result states
some rather generic properties of analytic gradient descent
flows. We do not give a proof, but refer the interested reader
to Absil and Kurdyka [2006]; Helmke and Moore [2012].
Proposition 2 The gradient descent flow (4) converges to a
critical point of V . The manifold C given by (2) is separated
by a nonzero constant distance from all other critical points.
All global minimizers of V belong to C. The sublevel sets
L(h) = {S ∈ St(p, n)N |V (S) ≤ h}
are forward invariant.
Let Q be the set of critical points of V . Let S(h) ⊂ L(h)
belong to the same connected component of L(h) as C does.
From Proposition 2, it follows that the region of attraction of
C contains all sets S(h) such that Q∩S(h) = C. Moreover,
the synchronization manifold is stable.
Definition 3 An equilibrium set Q ⊂ St(p, n)N of system
(4) is referred to as almost globally asymptotically stable
(AGAS) if it is stable and attractive from all initial conditions
S(0) ∈ St(p, n)N\N , where N ⊂ St(p, n)N has Haar
measure zero on St(p, n)N .
It is not possible to globally stabilize an equilibrium set on
a compact manifold by means of continuous, time-invariant
feedback [S.P. Bhat and D.S. Bernstein, 2000]. This ob-
struction, which is due to topological reasons, does not
exclude the possibility of a set being AGAS.
3 Main Result
Theorem 4 Let the pair (p, n) satisfy p ≤ 23n − 1 and G
be connected. The consensus manifold C given by (2) is an
AGAS equilibrium set of the dynamics (4) on St(p, n)N .
The main ideas in the proof of Theorem 4 are not compli-
cated, although the calculations involved are extensive. We
begin with a brief proof sketch. All the details are provided
in Section 3.1 to 3.6.
PROOF. The Riemannian HessianH of the potential func-
tion V given by (3) is the linearization matrix of the gra-
dient descent flow (4), albeit multiplied by minus one. The
signs of the real part eigenvalues ofH hence determine the
stability of any equilibrium point of (4) (or, equivalently,
any critical point of V ). If the linearization matrix −H has
an eigenvalue with strictly positive real part, then that equi-
librium is exponentially unstable by the indirect method of
Lyapunov. Any set of exponentially unstable equilibria of a
pointwise convergent system have a measure zero region of
attraction [R.A. Freeman, 2013]. Analytic gradient descent
flows are pointwise convergent on compact analytic mani-
folds as a consequence of the Łojasiewicz gradient inequality
[Lageman, 2007; Łojasiewicz, 1983]. The consensus mani-
fold is asymptotically stable since it is the global minimum
of V [Absil and Kurdyka, 2006]. It follows that C is AGAS
if H has an eigenvalue with strictly negative real part.
Let q : TSt(p, n)N → R denote the quadratic form ob-
tained from the RiemannianH evaluated at a critical point on
St(p, n)N . The Hessian at a point S ∈ St(p, n)N is a sym-
metric linear operatorH : TSSt(p, n)
N → TSSt(p, n)
N
in
the sense that
〈(Xi)
N
i=1,H(Yi)
N
i=1〉 = 〈H(Xi)
N
i=1, (Yi)
N
i=1〉
[Absil et al., 2009]. As such, its eigenvalues are real. The
quadratic form q therefore bounds the smallest eigenvalue
of the linear operatorH from above. Our goal is to establish
exponential instability of all equilibria < C by finding a
tangent vector (∆i)
N
i=1 ∈ TSSt(p, n)
N
such that
q((Si)
N
i=1, (∆i)
N
i=1)) = 〈∆i)
N
i=1,H(∆i)
N
i=1〉 < 0.
Consider tangent vectors towards C, i.e., ∆i = Πi∆ for
some ∆ ∈ Rn×p. We do not need to find an expression
for the desired tangent vector, it suffices to prove that it ex-
ists. We show that q can assume negative values by solving
a nonconvex constrained optimization problem to minimize
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an upper bound of q over TSt(p, n)N . The solution is ob-
tained from the necessary first-order optimality conditions
by Lagrange. For any critical point S < C and pair (p, n)
such that p ≤ 2n3 −1, we show that there is a tangent vector
to C which results in q being strictly negative. Any equi-
librium S < C is hence exponentially unstable. Through-
out these steps, we never utilize any particular property of
the graph topology. Connectedness is however required for
asymptotical stability of C. 
3.1 Equilibria are critical points
We start by characterizing the equilibria of system (4), (5).
At an equilibrium,
Si skew
(
S
⊤
i
∑
j∈Ni
aijSj
)
+ (In − SiS
⊤
i )
∑
j∈Ni
aijSj = 0.
Since the two terms in this expression are orthogonal, we get
skew
(
S
⊤
i
∑
j∈Ni
aijSj
)
= 0,
(In − SiS
⊤
i )
∑
j∈Ni
aijSj = 0.
(10)
Assume (10) holds. Define Σi =
∑
j∈Ni aijSj . Since
Σi = SiS
⊤
i Σi, it follows that Σi ∈ ImSi. Hence
Σi = SiΓi for some Γi ∈ R
p×p
. Moreover, since
skewS⊤i Σi = skewΓi = 0, we find that Γi is symmetric.
The matrix Γi is closely related to the Lagrange multipliers
for the constraints Si ∈ St(p, n). Note that equilibria of the
system and critical points of the potential function coincide
for gradient descent flows [Helmke and Moore, 2012], so
we do not need to formulate the Lagrangian.
3.2 The intrinsic Hessian
The first step in the proof sketch of Theorem 4 is to deter-
mine the intrinsic Hessian H = [∇k(∇iV )st]. Let Fi,st =
(Πi∇iV )st : R
N×n×p → R be a (any) smooth extension of
Fi,st = (∇iV )st = 〈es,∇iV et〉 : St(p, n)
N → R obtained
by relaxing the constraint Si ∈ St(p, n) to Si ∈ R
n×p
. Take
a k ∈ V and calculate
∇kFi,st = ∇k(Πi∇iV )st = ∇k〈es,Πi∇iV et〉
= ∇k
〈
es,
(
−Si skew
(
S
⊤
i
∑
j∈Ni
aijSj
)
−
(In − SiS
⊤
i )
∑
j∈Ni
aijSj
)
et
〉
= −∇k
〈
es,Si skew
(
S
⊤
i
∑
j∈Ni
aijSj
)
et
〉
−
∇k
〈
es,
∑
j∈Ni
aijSjet
〉
+
∇k
〈
es,SiS
⊤
i
∑
j∈Ni
aijSjet
〉
.
Using the rules governing derivatives of inner products with
respect to matrices, introducingEst = ese
⊤
t = es⊗et, after
a few calculations, we obtain
∇kFi,st =


−aikΠiEst if k ∈ Ni,
Est skew
(
S
⊤
i
∑
j∈Ni aijSj
)
+∑
j∈Ni aijSj sym(S
⊤
i Est)+
Est
∑
j∈Ni aijS
⊤
j Si if k = i,
0 otherwise.
Evaluate at an equilibrium, where
∑
j∈Ni aijSj = SiΓi and
Γi ∈ R
p×p
is symmetric by Section 3.1, to find
∇kFi,st =


−aikΠiEst if k ∈ Ni,
SiΓi sym(S
⊤
i Est) +EstΓi if k = i,
0 otherwise.
The intrinsic Hessian is a (N × n × p)2-tensor consisting
of N
2
np blocks Hki,st ∈ R
n×p
, which are obtained by
projecting the extrinsic Hesssian on the tangent space of Sk
Hki,st = ∇k(∇iV )st = Πk∇kFi,st
= Πk∇k(Πi∇iV )st.
3.3 The quadratic form
Consider the quadratic form q : TSt(p, n)N → R obtained
from the intrinsic Hessian evaluated at an equilibrium for
a tangent vector (∆)Ni=1, where ∆ ∈ R
n×p
, in the direc-
tion of the consensus manifold projected on TSSt(p, n), i.e.,
(∆i)
N
i=1 = (Πi∆)
N
i=1,
q =
N∑
i=1
N∑
k=1
〈∆i, [〈∆k,∇k(∇iV )st〉]〉
=
N∑
i=1
N∑
k=1
〈Πi∆, [〈Πk∆,Πk∇kW i,st〉]〉.
The quadratic form q determines the nature of a critical
point in the sense of the necessary second-order optimality
conditions. The remainder of this section is rather technical,
and the reader may wish to skip ahead to Section 3.5.
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Note that 〈ΠkX,ΠkY〉 = 〈ΠkX,Y〉. The quadratic form
is hence
q =
N∑
i=1
N∑
k=1
〈Πi∆, [〈Πk∆,∇kFi,st〉]〉. (11)
Denote Pki,st = 〈Πk∆,∇kFi,st〉. Then
Pki,st =


〈Πk∆,−aikΠiEst〉
〈Πi∆,SiΓi sym(S
⊤
i Est) +EstΓi〉
0
for the cases of k ∈ Ni, k = i, and k < Ni∪{i} respectively.
Denote Pki = [Pki,st] and calculate
Pki =


−aikΠiΠk∆ if k ∈ Ni,
Si symV
⊤
i Πi∆ +Πi(∆)Γi if k = i,
0 otherwise.
To see this, consider each case separately. For k ∈ Ni,
Pki,st = 〈(In −Πi +Πi)Πk∆,−aikΠiEst〉
= − aik〈ΠiΠk∆,Est〉 = −aik(ΠiΠk∆)st,
whereby Pki = −aikΠiΠk∆. For the case of k = i,
Pii,st = 〈Πi∆,SiΓi sym(S
⊤
i Est) +EstΓi〉
= tr(Πi∆)
⊤(12Σi(S
⊤
i Est +E
⊤
stSi) +EstΓi)
= 12 tr((Πi∆)
⊤
ΣiS
⊤
i Est + Si(Πi∆)
⊤
ΣiE
⊤
st)+
trΓi(Πi∆)
⊤
Est
= 12 (SiV
⊤
i Πi∆)st +
1
2 (Si(Πi∆)
⊤
Σi)st+
(Πi(∆)Γi)st,
whereby Pii = Si symV
⊤
i Πi∆ +Πi(∆)Γi.
This gives us the quadratic form
q =
N∑
i=1
N∑
k=1
〈Πi∆, [Pki,st]〉 =
N∑
i=1
N∑
k=1
〈Πi∆,Pki〉
=
∑
e∈E
〈Πi∆,Pki〉+ 〈Πk∆,Pki〉+
∑
i∈V
〈Πi∆,Pii〉.
For ease of notation, let q = 2
∑
e∈E qik +
∑
i∈V qi, where
qik = 〈Πi∆,Pki〉 = −aik〈Πi∆,Πk∆〉 = qki,
qi = 〈Πi∆,Pii〉.
Calculate
qik = − aik〈Πi∆,Πk∆〉
= aik(−〈∆,∆〉+
1
2 〈Si(S
⊤
i∆ +∆
⊤
Si),∆〉+
1
2 〈∆,Sk(S
⊤
k∆ +∆
⊤
Sk)〉−
1
4 〈Si(S
⊤
i∆ +∆
⊤
Si),Sk(S
⊤
k∆ +∆
⊤
Sk)〉)
= aik tr(−∆
⊤
∆ + 12∆
⊤
SiS
⊤
i∆ +
1
2S
⊤
i∆S
⊤
i∆+
1
2∆
⊤
SkS
⊤
k∆ +
1
2∆
⊤
Sk∆
⊤
Sk−
1
4∆
⊤
SiS
⊤
i SkS
⊤
k∆ −
1
4∆
⊤
SiS
⊤
i Sk∆
⊤
Sk−
1
4S
⊤
i∆S
⊤
i SkS
⊤
k∆ −
1
4S
⊤
i∆S
⊤
i Sk∆
⊤
Sk).
Use the identity trABCD = 〈vecA⊤, (D⊤ ⊗ B) vecC〉
[Graham, 1981] and the notationd1 = vec∆, d2 = vec∆
⊤
to write
qik = aik(−‖d1‖
2 + 12 〈d1, (Ip ⊗ SiS
⊤
i )d1〉+
1
2 〈d2, (Si ⊗ S
⊤
i )d1〉+
1
2 〈d1, (Ip ⊗ SkS
⊤
k )d1〉+
1
2 〈d1, (S
⊤
k ⊗ Sk)d2〉 −
1
4 〈d1, (Ip ⊗ SiS
⊤
i SkS
⊤
k )d1〉−
1
4 〈d1, (S
⊤
k ⊗ SiS
⊤
i Sk)d2〉−
1
4 〈d2, (Si ⊗ S
⊤
i SkS
⊤
k )d1〉 −
1
4 〈d2(SiS
⊤
k ⊗ S
⊤
i Sk)d2〉)
= 〈d,Qikd〉,
where Qik is given in Table 1 and d = [d
⊤
1 d
⊤
2 ]
⊤
.
Furthermore,
qi = 〈Πi∆,Si symV
⊤
i Πi∆ +Πi(∆)Γi〉
= 〈Πi∆,Si symV
⊤
i Πi∆〉+ 〈Πi∆,Πi(∆)Γi〉.
Since 〈S⊤i Πi∆, symV
⊤
i Πi∆〉 = 0 by the orthogonality of
symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices, we get
qi = 〈Πi∆,Πi(∆)Γi〉
= 〈∆ − Si symS
⊤
i∆, (∆ − Si symS
⊤
i∆)Γi〉
= tr(∆⊤∆ − 2 sym(S⊤i∆)S
⊤
i∆ + (symS
⊤
i∆)
2)Γi
= tr(∆⊤∆ − (S⊤i∆ +∆
⊤
Si)S
⊤
i∆+
1
4 (S
⊤
i∆ +∆
⊤
Si)(S
⊤
i∆ +∆
⊤
Si))Γi
= tr(∆⊤∆ − S⊤i∆S
⊤
i∆ −∆
⊤
SiS
⊤
i∆+
1
4 (S
⊤
i∆S
⊤
i∆ + S
⊤
i∆∆
⊤
Si+
∆
⊤
SiS
⊤
i∆ +∆
⊤
Si∆
⊤
Si))Γi
= tr(∆⊤∆ − 12S
⊤
i∆S
⊤
i∆ −
3
4∆
⊤
SiS
⊤
i∆+
1
4S
⊤
i∆∆
⊤
Si)Γi
= tr(∆⊤∆Γi − 12∆S
⊤
i∆ΓiS
⊤
i −
3
4∆
⊤
SiS
⊤
i∆Γi +
1
4∆∆
⊤
SiΓiS
⊤
i )
= d⊤1 (Γi ⊗ In)d1 − 12d
⊤
2 (SiΓi ⊗ S
⊤
i )d1−
3
4d
⊤
1 (Γi ⊗ SiS
⊤
i )d1 +
1
4d
⊤
2 (SiΓiS
⊤
i ⊗ Ip)d2
= 〈d,Qid〉,
6
Qik = aik
[
−Inp +
1
2
Ip ⊗ (SiS
⊤
i + SkS
⊤
k)−
1
4
Ip ⊗ SiS
⊤
i SkS
⊤
k
1
2
S
⊤
k ⊗ Sk −
1
4
S
⊤
k ⊗ SiS
⊤
i Sk
1
2
Si ⊗ S
⊤
i −
1
4
Si ⊗ S
⊤
i SkS
⊤
k −
1
4
SiS
⊤
k ⊗ S
⊤
i Sk
]
Table 1
The matrix Qik .
where
Qi =
[
Γi ⊗ In −
3
4Γi ⊗ SiS
⊤
i 0
− 12SiΓi ⊗ S
⊤
i
1
4SiΓiS
⊤
i ⊗ Ip
]
.
There is a constant permutation matrixK ∈ O(np) such that
vec∆⊤ = K vec∆ for all vec∆ ∈ Rnp Graham [1981].
Hence
d =
[
vec∆
vec∆⊤
]
=
[
Inp
K
]
vec∆ =
[
Inp
K
]
d1.
The quadratic form q satisfies
q =
∑
i∈V
〈d,Qid〉+ 2
∑
e∈E
〈d,Qikd〉
=
〈
d,
(∑
i∈V
Qi +
∑
k∈Ni
Qik
)
d
〉
=
〈[
Inp
K
]
d1,
(∑
i∈V
Qi +
∑
k∈Ni
Qik
)[Inp
K
]
d1
〉
=
〈
d1,
[
InpK
⊤
] (∑
i∈V
Qi +
∑
k∈Ni
Qik
)[Inp
K
]
d1
〉
= 〈d1,Md1〉,
where
M = sym
[
InpK
⊤
]
Q
[
Inp
K
]
, Q =
∑
i∈V
Qi +
∑
k∈Ni
Qik.
3.4 Upper bound of the smallest eigenvalue
We wish to show that q assumes negative values for some
∆ ∈ Rn×p at all equilibria S < C. This excludes any such
equilibria from being a local minimizer of the potential func-
tion V given by (3). If trM is negative, thenM has at least
one negative eigenvalue. Calculate
trM = tr sym
[
InpK
⊤
]
Q
[
Inp
K
]
= trQ
[
Inp K
⊤
K Inp
]
= tr
([
A B
B
⊤
C
] [
Inp K
⊤
K Inp
])
= tr(A +BK +B⊤K⊤ +C)
= trA + 2 trBK + trC,
where A, B, and C denote the three blocks of symQ.
Let us calculate each of the three terms in trM separately,
starting with A and C,
trA =
∑
i∈V
tr(Γi ⊗ In −
3
4Γi ⊗ SiS
⊤
i )+
∑
k∈Ni
aik tr(−Inp +
1
2Ip ⊗ (SiS
⊤
i + SkS
⊤
k )−
1
4Ip ⊗ SiS
⊤
i SkS
⊤
k )
=
∑
i∈V
n trΓi −
3p
4 trΓi+∑
k∈Ni
aik(−np+ p
2 − p4‖S
⊤
kSi‖
2),
where we utilize that
trX ⊗Y = trX trY,
trSS⊤ = trS⊤S = tr Ip = p,
trZZ⊤WW⊤ = tr(Z⊤W)⊤(Z⊤W) = ‖Z⊤W‖2,
for anyX,Y ∈ Rn×n, S ∈ St(p, n), and Z ∈ Rn×p,W ∈
R
n×q
. Continuing,
trA =
∑
i∈V
(
n− 3p4
)
trΓi −
∑
k∈Ni
aik((n− p)p+
p
4‖S
⊤
kSi‖
2)
=
∑
i∈V
∑
k∈Ni
(
n− 3p4
)
〈aikSk,Si〉−
aik((n− p)p−
p
4‖S
⊤
kSi‖
2)
= 2
∑
e∈E
aik
((
n− 3p4
)
〈Sk,Si〉−
(n− p)p− p4‖S
⊤
kSi‖
2)
,
trC =
∑
i∈V
1
4 tr(SiΓiS
⊤
i ⊗ Ip)−
∑
k∈Ni
aik
4 tr(SiS
⊤
k ⊗ S
⊤
i Sk)
=
∑
i∈V
p
4 tr(Γi)−
∑
k∈Ni
aik
4 tr(S
⊤
kSi)
2
=
∑
i∈V
∑
k∈Ni
p
4 〈aikSk,Si〉 −
aik
4 〈Sk,Si〉
2
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= 2
∑
e∈E
aik
(
p
4 〈Sk,Si〉 −
1
4 〈Sk,Si〉
2)
.
Note that
B =
∑
i∈V
− 14ΓiS
⊤
i ⊗ Si+
∑
k∈Ni
aik(
1
4S
⊤
k ⊗ Sk −
1
8S
⊤
k ⊗ SiS
⊤
i Sk+
1
4S
⊤
i ⊗ Si −
1
8S
⊤
i ⊗ SkS
⊤
kSi).
To calculate trBK, we utilize thatK =
∑n
a=1
∑p
b=1Eab⊗
Eba, where the elemental matrix Eab ∈ R
n×p
is given by
Eab = ea ⊗ eb for all a ∈ {1, . . . , n}, b ∈ {1, . . . , p}
[Graham, 1981]:
trBK =
∑
i∈V
− 14 tr(ΓiS
⊤
i ⊗ Si)K+
∑
k∈Ni
aik tr(
1
4S
⊤
k ⊗ Sk −
1
8S
⊤
k ⊗ SiS
⊤
i Sk)K+
∑
k∈Ni
aik tr(
1
4S
⊤
i ⊗ Si −
1
8Si ⊗ SkS
⊤
kSi)K
=
∑
i∈V
∑
a,b
− 14 tr(ΓiS
⊤
i Eab ⊗ SiEba)+
∑
k∈Ni
aik
∑
a,b
tr
(
1
4S
⊤
kEab ⊗ SkEba−
1
8S
⊤
kEab ⊗ S
⊤
i S
⊤
i SkEba
)
+∑
k∈Ni
aik
∑
a,b
tr
(
1
4S
⊤
i Eab ⊗ SiEba−
1
8S
⊤
i Eab ⊗ SkS
⊤
kSiEba
)
,
where we use the mixed-product property of Kronecker
products, (X⊗Y)(Z⊗W) = (XZ)⊗(YW), which holds
for any matrices X,Y,Z,W such that XZ and YW are
well-defined. Continuing,
trBK =
∑
i∈V
∑
a,b
− 14 tr(ΓiS
⊤
i Eab) tr(SiEba)+
∑
k∈Ni
aik
∑
a,b
1
4 tr(S
⊤
kEab) tr(SkEba)−
1
8 tr(S
⊤
kEab) tr(SiS
⊤
i SkEba)+∑
k∈Ni
aik
∑
a,b
1
4 tr(S
⊤
i Eab) tr(SiEba)−
1
8 tr(S
⊤
i Eab) tr(SkS
⊤
kSiEba)
=
∑
i∈V
∑
a,b
− 14 tr
(∑
k∈Ni
aikS
⊤
kEab
)
tr(SiEba)+
∑
k∈Ni
aik
∑
a,b
1
4 (Sk)ab(Sk)ab−
1
8 (Sk)ab(SiS
⊤
i Sk)ab+
∑
k∈Ni
aik
∑
a,b
1
4 (Si)ab(Si)ab−
1
8 (Si)ab(SkS
⊤
kSi)ab
=
∑
i∈V
∑
a,b
∑
k∈Ni
−aik4 tr(SkEba) tr(SiEba)+
∑
k∈Ni
aik
(
1
4‖Sk‖
2 − 18 〈Sk,SiS
⊤
i Sk〉
)
+
∑
k∈Ni
aik
(
1
4‖Si‖
2 − 18 〈Si,SkS
⊤
kSi〉
)
,
where we utilize that
∑
a,b
(Xab)
2 = ‖X‖2,
∑
a,b
XabYab = 〈X,Y〉
for all X,Y ∈ Rn×m. Finally,
trBK =
∑
i∈V
∑
k∈Ni
−aik4 〈Sk,Si〉+ aik
(
p
2 −
1
4‖S
⊤
i Sk‖
2)
= 2
∑
e∈E
aik
(
− 14 〈Sk,Si〉+
p
2 −
1
4‖S
⊤
i Sk‖
2)
.
Adding up all four terms gives
1
2 trM =
1
2 trA + trBK +
1
2 trC
=
∑
e∈E
aik
((
n− 3p4
)
〈Sk,Si〉 − (n− p)p
− p4‖S
⊤
kSi‖
2 − 12 〈Sk,Si〉+ p−
1
2‖S
⊤
i Sk‖
2 + p4 〈Sk,Si〉 −
1
4 〈Sk,Si〉
2)
=
∑
e∈E
aik
((
n− p+12
)
〈Sk,Si〉 −
p+2
4 ‖S
⊤
kSi‖
2−
1
4 〈Sk,Si〉
2 + (1− n+ p)p
)
. (12)
Equation (12) is the desired expression for trM. In the next
section we will study how it varies over St(p, n)N . To verify
that no miscalculations were made, note that at a consensus,
where S
⊤
kSi = Ip, we get
1
2 trM|C =
∑
e∈E
aik
(
n− p+22 −
p+2+p
4 + 1− n+ p
)
p = 0
This is expected since C is invariant under any tan-
gent vector that belongs to its tangent space, ∆i|C =
(Π1∆)
N
i=1 ∈ TCSt(p, n)
N
, and V is constant over C. Also
note that (12) is consistent with the corresponding ex-
pression in Markdahl et al. [2018a] for the special case of
S
n ≃ St(1, n+ 1).
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3.5 Nonlinear programming problem
It remains to show that trM given by (12) is strictly nega-
tive for each equilibrium configuration S < C. To that end,
we could consider the problem of maximizing trM over
all configurations S < C which satisfy the equations (10)
that characterize an equilibrium set. However, that problem
seems difficult to solve. Instead, we make use of the follow-
ing inequality
1
2 trM ≤ |E|maxe∈E
aik max
X,Y
f(X,Y), (13)
f(X,Y) =
(
n− p+12
)
〈X,Y〉 − p+24 ‖X
⊤
Y‖2−
1
4 〈X,Y〉
2 + (1− n+ p)p, (14)
where f : St(p, n) × St(p, n) → R. If we can show that
the upper bound on trM is negative for all X , Y, then
we are done. Note that the inequality is sharp in the case of
two agents and that f(X,X) = 0 since this corresponds to
consensus in a system of two agents.
Consider the nonlinear, non-convex optimization problem
max f(X,Y) s.t.X,Y ∈ St(p, n), (15)
where f(X,Y) is given by (14). It can be solved
through use of the Lagrange conditions for optimality
[Nocedal and Wright, 1999]. They are necessary conditions
that are satisfied by all regular points. The Lagrange condi-
tions are necessary optimality conditions for regular points.
The feasible set St(p, n)× St(p, n) only consists of regular
points.
To apply the Lagrange conditions, we need to formulate the
Lagrangian function and find its critical points. To put the
constraints X,Y ∈ St(p, n) on the desired form, obtain
each element of X
⊤
X − I from the functions
gst(X) = 〈Xes,Xet〉 − δst = 〈es,X
⊤
Xet〉 − δst, (16)
where δ·,· denotes the Kronecker delta. The constraints in
(15) can be summarized as gst(X) = 0, gst(Y) = 0 for all
s, t ∈ {1, . . . , p} such that s ≤ p. This inequality is due to
X
⊤
X in (16) being symmetric; it prevents the introduction
of redundant constraints that would make the optimization
problem ill-posed. Form the Lagrangian function
L = f(X,Y) +
∑
s≤t
λstgst(X) + ξstgst(Y),
where λst, ξst, s, t ∈ {1, . . . , p} such that s ≤ t are La-
grange multipliers.
The next step is to find the critical points of L. Partial deriva-
tives are given by
∂L
∂X
=
(
n− p+12
)
Y − p+22 YY
⊤
X − 12 〈X,Y〉Y +XΛ
∂L
∂Y
=
(
n− p+12
)
X − p+22 XX
⊤
Y − 12 〈X,Y〉X +XΞ
where
Λ =
∑
s≤t
λstX(es ⊗ et + et ⊗ es),
Ξ =
∑
s≤t
ξstX(es ⊗ et + et ⊗ es)
are symmetric matrices in R
p×p
. The critical points of the
Lagrangian satisfy
(
n− p+12 −
1
2 〈X,Y〉
)
Y − p+22 YY
⊤
X +XΛ = 0,(
n− p+12 −
1
2 〈X,Y〉
)
X − p+22 XX
⊤
Y +YΞ = 0,
[gst(X)] = X
⊤
X − I = 0, and [gst(Y)] = Y
⊤
Y − I = 0.
To solve this system for Λ and Ξ, introduce Z = X⊤Y.
Multiply from the left by X
⊤
and Y
⊤
respectively, to find
Λ = −
(
n− p+12 −
1
2 trZ
)
Z + p+22 ZZ
⊤
, Ξ = Λ⊤.
Since Λ and Ξ are symmetric, it holds that
skewΛ = −
(
n− p+12 −
1
2 trZ
)
skewZ = − skewΞ = 0.
Note that n− p+12 −
1
2 trZ ≥ n−p−
1
2 > 0 for p < n since
trZ ≤ p. This implies skewZ = 0, i.e., Z is symmetric,
whereby Ξ = Λ.
Substitute
Λ = −
(
n− p+12 −
1
2 tr(Z)
)
Z + p+22 Z
2
into the equation Y
⊤ ∂L
∂X
= 0 to find
Y
⊤ ∂L
∂X
=
(
n− p+12 −
1
2 trZ
)
I − p+22 Z+
Z
(
−
(
n− p+12 −
1
2 tr(Z)
)
Z + p+22 Z
2
)
= 0
By simplifying, we obtain
Y
⊤ ∂L
∂X
=
(
n− p+12 −
1
2 trZ
)
(I − Z2)− p+22 Z +
p+2
2 Z
3
=
(
n− p+12 −
1
2 trZ
)
(I − Z2)− p+22 (I − Z
2)Z
=
((
n− p+12 −
1
2 trZ
)
I − p+22 Z
)
(I + Z)(I − Z).
It follows that
p(z) =
(
2n−p−1−tr Z
p+2 − z
)
(1 + z)(1− z) (17)
is the minimal polynomial of Z, up to the exclusion of any
factors corresponding to non-singular matrices. Note that
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(17) determines the spectrum of Z,
σ(Z) ⊂ {−1, 2n−p−1−tr Z
p+2 , 1}.
This is all the information that can be extracted from the
Lagrange conditions. To continue, we take a different path.
3.6 Integer programming problem
The variables of the nonlinear programming problem (15)
areX,Y ∈ St(p, n), each of which consists of np elements.
Knowledge of the minimal polynomial (17) allows us to
reduce the number of variables from 2np to 3. To this end,
reformulate the nonlinear programming problem (15) as an
integer programming problem in terms of the multiplicities
of the eigenvalues of Z. Note that in doing so we depart
from the standard solution technique based on the Lagrange
conditions and take an ad hoc approach to solving (15).
The reformulation as an integer program is easily done since
the objective function f(X,Y) of (15) can be expressed in
terms of trZ and trZ2. These traces, in turn, are functions
of the spectrum of Z. By (17), the spectrum of Z satisfies
σ ⊂ {−1, λ∗, 1}, where
λ∗ =
2n−p−1−tr Z
p+2 . (18)
Letm−,m∗, andm+ ∈ {0, . . . , p} denote the multiplicities
of the eigenvalues −1, λ∗, and 1 respectively (the algebraic
and geometric multiplicities are equal sinceZ is symmetric).
The problem (15) is equivalent to the integer program
max
(
n− p+12
)
trZ − p+24 trZ
2 − 14 (trZ)
2 + f(0,0)
s.t. −m− + λ∗m∗ +m+ = trZ,
m− + λ
2
∗m∗ +m+ = trZ
2
,
m− +m∗ +m+ = p, (19)
λ∗ =
2n−p−1−tr Z
p+2 ,
trZ, trZ2, λ∗ ∈ R,
m−, m∗, m+ ∈ N.
Note, for future reference, that
λ∗ =
2n−2p−1+2m
−
+m
∗
p+2+m
∗
(20)
is obtained by substituting trZ = −m−+λ∗m∗+m+ and
p = m− +m∗ +m+ in (18).
Note that m− gives a negative contribution to the vari-
able trZ which has the largest coefficient in the objec-
tive function. Intuition therefore suggests that m− = 0 is
optimal. We prove this using recursion. To set up the re-
cursion, let g : N3 → R denote the objective function
of the integer programming problem expressed in terms of
m−,m∗, and m+. Denote α = (m−,m∗,m+) ∈ N
3
and
β = (m−−1,m∗+1,m+). We wish to express g|β in terms
of g|α as g|β = g|α + δ. If δ > 0, then we can exclude the
possibility that α is optimal: if δ > 0 and m∗ < p, then we
can decrease m− and increase m∗ to obtain a better solu-
tion. By recursion, m− = 0 is optimal. The only solution
with m∗ = p is (m−,m∗,m+) = (0, p, 0), which satisfies
m− = 0. Hence, δ > 0 implies that m− = 0 is optimal.
Calculate
λ∗|β =
2n−2p−1+2(m
−
−1)+m
∗
+1
p+2+m
∗
+1 = λ∗|α −
1+λ
∗
|α
p+3+m
∗
,
trZ|β = − (m− − 1) + λ∗|β(m∗ + 1) +m+
= trZ|α +
(1+λ
∗
|α)(p+2)
p+3+m
∗
trZ2|β = m− − 1 + λ
2
∗|β(m∗ + 1) +m+
= trZ2|α +
(
−2 1+λ∗|α
p+3+m
∗
λ∗|α+
(1+λ
∗
|α)2
(p+3+m
∗
)
2
)
(m∗ + 1) + λ
2
∗|α − 1
(trZ)2|β = (trZ)
2|α + 2
(1+λ
∗
|α)(p+2)
p+3+m
∗
trZ|α+
(1+λ
∗
|α)2(p+2)2
(p+3+m
∗
)
2 .
Express the objective function value at β in terms of the
objective function value at α
g|β = (n−
p+1
2 )
(
trZ|α +
(1+λ
∗
|α)(p+2)
p+3+m
∗
)
− p+24
[
trZ2|α+(
(1+λ
∗
|α)2
(p+3+m
∗
)
2 − 2
1+λ
∗
|α
p+3+m
∗
λ∗|α
)
(m∗ + 1) + λ
2
∗|α − 1
]
− 14
[
(trZ)2|α + 2
(1+λ
∗
|α)(p+2)
p+3+m
∗
trZ|α+
(1+λ
∗
|α)2(p+2)2
(p+3+m
∗
)
2
]
+ (1 − n+ p)p
= g|α +
1
4
(p+2)(1+λ
∗
|α)
p+3+m
∗
[
4n− 2(p+ 1)−( 1+λ
∗
|α
p+3+m
∗
− 2λ∗|α
)
(m∗ + 1)−
(p+ 3 +m∗)(λ∗|α− 1)− 2 trZ|α−
(1+λ
∗
|α)(p+2)
p+3+m
∗
]
.
Note that the expression for δ in g|β = g|α + δ is on the
form δ = ab where a = 14
(p+2)(1+λ
∗
|α)
p+3+m
∗
is strictly positive
since λ∗|α > −1 due to
λ∗ =
2n−p−1−tr Z
p+2 ≥
2n−2p−1
p+2 ≥ −
1
n+2 .
It remains to verify that b is positive. To that end, write
b = 4n− 2(p+ 1)−
( 1+λ
∗
|α
p+3+m
∗
− 2λ∗|α
)
(m∗ + 1)−
(p+ 3 +m∗)(λ∗|α − 1)− 2 trZ|α −
(1+λ
∗
|α)(p+2)
p+3+m
∗
= 4n− (1 + λ∗|α)p− 2 trZ|α + (1 + λ∗|α)m∗ − 2λ∗|α.
From trZ ≤ p < n and λ∗ ≤ ‖Z‖2 ≤ ‖X‖2‖Y‖2 = 1 it
follows that 4n−(1+λ∗|α)p−2 trZ|α > 0. The sum of the
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remaining two terms in b can only be negative if m∗ = 0.
Then either m+ = p, m− = 0, in which case we are done,
or σ(Z) = {−1, 1} with m− ≥ 1. In the latter case
b ≥ 4n− (1 + λ∗|α)p− 2(p− 1)− 2λ∗|α
≥ 4n− 4p+ 2− 2λ∗|α > 0,
implying that δ = ab > 0. The optimal solution to (19)
must satisfy m− = 0 since replacing α = (m−,m∗,m+)
by β = (m−−1,m∗+1,m+) always yields a strict increase
in the objective function value.
Knowing that m− = 0 is optimal, let us return to the non-
linear optimization problem (15). The polynomial (17) eval-
uated at an optimal Z has I+Z as a nonsingular factor. The
minimal polynomial is then (λ∗I−Z)(I−Z) = 0, up to the
exclusion of any nonsingular factors. From this expression
we obtain Z
2 = −λ∗I + (1 + λ∗)Z. It follows that
trZ2 = −pλ∗ + (1 + λ∗) trZ
= − 2np−p
2−p−p tr Z
p+2 +
2n+1−tr Z
p+2 trZ
= − (2n−p−1)p−(2n+p+1) tr Z+(tr Z)
2
p+2
by use of (18).
The objective function of (19) becomes
g|m
−
=0 =
(
n− p+12
)
trZ+
p+2
4
(2n−p−1)p−(2n+p+1) tr Z+(tr Z)2
p+2
− 14 (trZ)
2 + (1 − n+ p)p
= 12
(
n− 32 (p+ 1)
)
(trZ − p).
If n > 32 (p+1), i.e., if p <
2
3n−1, then the optimal solution
to (19) is (m−,m∗,m+) = (0, 0, p) which yields trZ = p
and the objective value zero. If p = 23n − 1, then there
are multiple optimal solutions, (m−,m∗,m+) ∈ {(0, k, p−
k) ∈ N3 | k ∈ {0, . . . , p}}, which all yield the objective
value zero. If p > 23n−1, then the solution (m−,m∗,m+) =
(0, k, p− k) yields trZ = p − k + kλ∗ < p and a strictly
positive objective value.
4 Numerical Examples
We provide numerical examples based on MATLAB sim-
ulations that illustrate the time-evolution of system (5) on
St(1, 2), St(1, 3), and St(2, 3) when aij = 1. Let HN de-
note the cyclic graph over N nodes, i.e.,
HN = ({1, . . . , N}, {{i, j} ⊂ V | j = i+ 1}, (21)
where we let N + 1 = 1. The consensus manifold of the
Kuramoto model is AGAS over the graphHN forN ≤ 4 but
not for N ≥ 5 [Sarlette, 2009]. The equilibrium set
Q1,2 = {(xi)
N
i=1 ∈ (S
1)N | ∃R ∈ SO(2),
‖ 1√
2
LogR‖ = 2pi
N
, xi+1 = Rxi, ∀ i ∈ V},
is asymptotically stable for the system (5) with (p, n) =
(1, 2), for all N ≥ 5. One instance of convergence to Q1,2
in the case of N = 5 is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Two sets of trajectories for five agents on S
1
that are
connected by the graph H5. The agents evolve from random initial
conditions towards the sets C (left) and Q1,2 (right). The positive
direction of time is from left to right in both figures.
By contrast, the embeddingQ1,3 of the equilibriumQ1,2 on
a great circle of the 2-sphere, given by
Q1,3 = {(xi)
N
i=1 ∈ (S
2)N | ∃R ∈ SO(3),
1√
2
‖LogR‖ = 2pi
N
, xi+1 = Rxi, ∀ i ∈ V},
is unstable. To see this, note that the complement of the
circle is two open hemispheres. The consensus mani-
fold C is asymptotically stable on any open hemisphere
[Markdahl et al., 2018a]. As such, we may move each agent
an arbitrarily distance from Q1,3, perturbing them into
an open hemisphere, whereby they will reach consensus.
The effect of an arbitrary perturbation on agents at Q2 is
illustrated in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. The trajectories of five agents with on S
2
that are connected
by the graphH5. The agents evolve from a point on 5-fold product
of the northern hemisphere close to Q2 (i.e., the equator) towards
C near the north pole.
Our last example concerns the equilibrium set
Q2,3 = {(Si)
N
i=1 ∈ (St(p, n))
N |Si+1e1= Sie1,
∃R ∈ SO(3), 1√
2
‖LogR‖ = 2pi
N
,
Si+1 = RSi, ∀ i ∈ V}
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on St(2, 3) ≃ SO(3). Each element of St(2, 3) is a pair of
orthogonal vectors. On Q2,3, the first vector of each agent
are all aligned, whereas the second vectors are distributed
equidistantly over a circle. Note that
V |Q2,3 = 2
(
1− cos 2pi
N
)∑
e∈E
aii+1,
since ‖Si+1 − Si‖
2 = 2(1 − cos 2pi
N
) is the squared length
of a chord. Moreover, Q2,3 is path connected.
To see that Q2,3 is a set of equilibria, note that for any
{Si}
N
i=1 ∈ Q, each agent i ∈ V satisfies
S˙i = Si skewS
⊤
i
∑
j∈Ni
Sj + (I3 − SiS
⊤
i )
∑
j∈Ni
Sj
= Si
∑
j∈Ni
skew
[
1 0
0 cosϑ
]
+
∑
j∈Ni
[Sje1 Sje2]
− [Sie1 Sie2]
∑
j∈Ni
[
1 0
0 cosϑ
]
= [2Sie1 (R
⊤ +R)Sie2]− [2Sie1 2 cosϑSie2] = 0,
where ϑ = 2pi
N
. The last step requires some additional effort.
Let ri = Sie2×Sie1 denote a vector inR
3
that is orthogonal
to spanSi. Since R leaves the first column of Si invariant,
it is a simple rotation: R = exp
(
ϑ skewSie2 ⊗ ri
)
. By
Rodrigues’ rotation formula,
R
⊤ +R = 2(I3 − (1− cosϑ)(skewSie2 ⊗ ri)
2)
= 2(I3 − (1− cosϑ)(Sie2 ⊗ Sie2 − ri ⊗ ri)).
If the states are slightly perturbed as to leaveQ2,3, then they
will often stay close to Q2,3 for all future times. This phe-
nomena is illustrated in Fig. 3. It suggests that the consensus
manifold is not an AGAS equilibrium manifold of the gradi-
ent descent of V on St(2, 3). It may be the case that Q2,3
is part of a larger, path connected equilibrium set which is
asymptotically stable.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
The aim of this paper is to introduce a Kuramoto model
on the Stiefel manifold and study its global behaviour. The
Stiefel manifold includes both instances on which synchro-
nization is multistable, i.e., the Kuramoto model on the cir-
cle and the Lohe model on the special orthogonal group
SO(n) [DeVille, 2018], and instances on which synchroniza-
tion is almost globally stable, i.e., the n-sphere for n ∈ N
[Markdahl et al., 2018a]. As such, studying its global be-
haviour can give us further insight into the global behaviour
of consensus seeking systems on more general manifolds.
Fig. 3. The trajectories of five agents on St(2, 3) that are connected
by the graph H5. Each agent state is represented as an orthogonal
pair of vectors on S
2
. The first column of each agent is marked in
red and the second in blue. The agents are initially perturbed away
from the equilibrium set Q2,3 but ultimately end up at a closer
distance from it. Cohesion of the first columns increase with time,
but the agents do not converge to Q2,3.
The consensus manifold on St(p, n) is AGAS if the pair
(p, n) satisfies p ≤ 23n−1. We believe that this condition is
conservative due to the inequalities involved in calculating
an upper bound on the smallest eigenvalue of the Rieman-
nian Hessian, see Section 3.4 and 3.5. Rather, we conjecture
that a sharp inequality is given by p ≤ n−2, corresponding
to all the simply connected Stiefel manifolds. This topic is
explored further in Markdahl [2018].
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